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1 System
1.1

Better Account Storage Size Management for Users

On the dashboard in the Account > License screen under the Limits section all account limitations and the current level of storage used are listed. Prior to Version 1.16, the
storage usage number updated only once daily. Now, the amount of storage currently being used is always current.
License Information

1.2

Ability to Use Custom E-mail Servers to Send Notifications and System E-mail Messages

Users of both the On Demand PerfectForms™
system and On Premise installations can now
control the e-mail server from which
PerfectForms™ sends its e-mail messages. Email servers are added as Resources in the
Account view of the dashboard. Use the
Create a New E-mail Server shortcut there.
Note that this functionality is allowed for
users who have been granted Account
permission.

ON PREMISE ADMINISTRATORS: If you do not
want users to configure their own e-mail
servers, disable the Account permission.
Adding an Account Resource > E-mail Server
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… 1.2 Ability to Use Custom E-mail Servers to Send Notifications and System E-mail Messages (Cont’d)
After creating the new e-mail server resource,
click the Test button to verify the set-up. You
may specify a default e-mail server by clicking
Make Default. This default e-mail address is
where notifications by e-mail will be sent
unless otherwise specified in the Notify
behavior dialog under the E-mail tab.
When creating the notification in the
designer, you may open the Notify behavior
command > E-mail tab and select a server
from the E-mail Server field or leave the
default server selection.
To send the notification from another e-mail
address on the selected server resource,
specify a different Display Name, E-mail
Address to send from, and authentication
details. These credentials must be valid for
the server selected above.
Note that when a notification e-mail is sent, it
chooses the first available method in this
order:
1.
2.
3.

E-mail Server Resource Selected on
Notify Behavior (+ any overrides)
Account-Level Default E-mail Server
System E-mail Server

Notify Command - Email Tab
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… 1.2 Ability to Use Custom E-mail Servers to Send Notifications and System E-mail Messages (Cont’d)
On Premise administrators have always been
required to specify an e-mail server for the
system use for sending out system e-mails
and form notification e-mails. The system email profile is used for all system messages
(such as Accounts Limit Reached message).
That ability remains in 1.16 but system users
can now also add their own e-mail servers on
the account level, and use these for form
notification e-mails instead of the systemwide e-mail server (configured in the
Administration Console). Note that when a
Form Notification e-mail is sent, it chooses
the first available method in this order:
Notification specified (+ overrides), AccountLevel Default E-mail Server, System E-mail
Server.
ON PREMISE ADMINISTRATORS: You must set
up the System e-mail server again in the
installation wizard when you take the 1.16
release.
Updating the System E-mail Server
Configuration
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1.3

New Getting Started Screen

The New Getting Started screen that loads
when users first log in to PerfectForms™
version 1.16 now shows fewer options. For
registered users, the screen will show three
options: Go to Home Page, Create a Form,
Edit a Sample Form. When users click Edit a
Sample Form, the sample that is loaded is the
'Capital Expenditure Request'.
For On Premise users, the sample form is the
one that your administrator selected to use as
Use in Getting Started in the Administration
Console.
Note: If no form was specified in the
Administration Console, then the Getting
Started screen will not be displayed.
Users can turn off the Getting Started screen
by unchecking the Show at Start Up box at the
bottom of the page.
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… 1.3

New Getting Started Screen (Cont’d)

To turn the Getting Started page back on,
check the Show Getting Started Page On LogIn option on the dashboard under Accounts >
My Details.
This option will be disabled, however, if when
the account was created, there was no
sample form specified as Use in Getting
Started.
Getting Started Page
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1.4

Simplified Launching of Sample Applications

Sample applications are now available for import from within
the PerfectForms™ application. Previously, sample
applications were available for download from our Web site
as .PF files then the user would manually import the file.
Now, you may review and select from sample applications to
import from within PerfectForms™.
To import a sample, go to the Edit Forms view of the
dashboard. In the Edit Forms tree, expand Library. A list of
sample applications will be shown. To preview an
application, select it in the tree. The details area at right will
display a general description, thumbnail images of each page
of the sample application and a description of each page.
Click the Import button to import the sample into your
Private Forms folder.
Note that On Premise users may have different samples or
no samples available for import, depending on your
administrator’s preference.

Using a Sample Application from the PerfectForms™ Web
Site

1.5

New Prompts When User Closes Browser While PerfectForms™ is Running

Previously, whenever you clicked the close button of the browser or the browser-tab while logged on to PerfectForms™, a warning dialog was shown. In 1.16, this has been
refined and a warning dialog only shows if you have any unsaved changes. In all other cases the browser or browser-tab closes without warning.
Exiting PerfectForms™
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2 Dashboard
2.1

Notifications Sent to Groups Now Support Personnel Changes in Time

When a notification has been made to a PerfectForms™ user group, the corresponding form instance is listed in the Forms tree on the dashboard for the users who occupy
that group. When a new user is put into the user-group, any historical form instances will also be seen by the new user. If a user is removed from the user-group, all form
instances for that form/group combination will be removed from that user’s view.
Please note that this only applies to form instances, it does not apply to notifications that have already been sent.
Notifications Tree View

2.2

Ability to Hide Notifications on the Dashboard

Prior to version 1.16, notifications only were removed
from the user’s list of notifications based on the Cancel
parameters on the Notify behavior of that form.
Depending on the accuracy of the form design, this
potentially leaves notifications on a user’s attention list
even after the notification has been dealt with.
The new Hide button allows users to hide the selected
notification. For a hidden notification, the Hide button
changes to Unhide.
There is a new Show Hidden option in the notifications
search options. Check this box to include hidden
notifications in search results.
Notifications Tree View
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2.3

Forms Library

The forms library provides ready-made forms for users to
choose from when creating forms. Users can preview the form
design and import it into their Private Forms folder on the
dashboard and then customize the design as needed. From the
Edit Forms tree on the dashboard, users can expand the Library
folder and view the samples available.
To view descriptions and thumbnail images of the form pages,
click the library form in the tree. The library form details are
shown on the right. To use the library form, click the Import
button.
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... 2.3

Forms Library (Cont’d)

A copy of the form is saved to your Private Forms folder in the
Edit Forms tree. Click on it and then click the Design button to
customize it.
Importing a Form from the Forms Library

ON PREMISE ADMINISTRATORS: You may disable the Forms
Library from the Administration Console. Go to the Settings
view and remove the selection from the Enable Forms Library
option.
Enabling the Forms Library
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2.4

Ability to Migrate Ownership of a Form or Report to another User

You can now migrate ownership of a shared
form or report to another user. Only the
current owner of the shared form has the
ability to transfer ownership.
Caution: The new owner will be allowed to
completely delete the form or delete form
instances, and disallow the original owner to
keep the ownership rights after the transfer.
The audit log will track any transfers of
ownership including: the user who initiated the
transfer, the date and time and the form or
report name.
To transfer ownership, click Migrate on the
Edit Forms or Edit Reports view on the
dashboard. This is only available for Shared
forms/reports.

Migrating Form or Report Ownership to
Another User

2.5

Print Button Removed from Dashboard

The ability to print grids, reports or forms from various parts of the dashboard has been removed due to functional conflicts. You can still use the Print behavior and Print
button in forms and reports to allow users to print those items.
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3 Form Designer
3.1

Context-Specific Help Icons Added to Areas of the Form Designer and Report Designer

New Help icons can be found throughout the Form Designer and Report Designer.
These icons are context sensitive. For example, if you click the Help icon on the
Toolbox, the appropriate topic will be shown based on if you have the Layout
Toolbox, Behaviors Toolbox or Workflow Toolbox loaded.
Help Icons and Help Center
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3.2

New Help Center in Form Designer and Report Designer

A Help Center containing links to support documentation and how-to videos shows
on start-up of the designers by default. To turn off this default option, de-select the
Show at Startup option on that dialog. If you turn off the Help Center but want to
access it later, choose the Help Center selection from the View menu.
Help Icons and Help Center

ON PREMISE ADMINISTRATORS: You may completely disable the Help Center by
removing the selection from the Enable Help Center option on the Settings view of
the Administration Console.
Help Icons and Help Center

3.3

Form Properties > Locking > Time Out Property Time Extended

The Time Out property on the Form Properties bar now has a maximum value of 12 hours (720 minutes). You may extend the locking period of a form for up to 12 hours.
Form Properties
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3.4

Right-to-left Text Orientation (Hebrew, Arabic)

Users needing to design forms or reports in Hebrew, Arabic or
other right-to-left scripts now can orient the text of an object to
read from the right side to the left. On the Form Properties bar in
the Form Designer (and on the Report Properties bar in the
Report Designer) expand the Advanced section, and then under
Localization click the Right To Left (RTL) property to enable this
capability.
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… 3.4

Right-to-left Text Orientation (Hebrew, Arabic) (Cont’d)

Once this property is turned on:




The properties bars for the following objects will then
show a new property RTL checkbox: Small Text,
Medium Text, Large Text, Small Heading, Medium
Heading and Large Heading.
Newly created text objects are right-oriented by default.
Note that any objects that were already on the form will
not change to right-to-left orientation automatically.
You must open their properties and manually click the
RTL property for those existing objects.

Form Properties
Text Properties
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3.5

Custom Pre-Defined Lists Ability for Drop-Downs and List Objects

The Pre-Defined List property on Drop-Downs and List
objects previously allowed users to automatically
populate these objects with a few default lists of
commonly used content (such as a list of U.S. states)
provided by PerfectForms™. Users can now store their
own custom lists as Account Resources and choose
from those when adding new Drop-Downs and List
objects.
Users will manage their lists from the Accounts view on
the dashboard. The Accounts overview now has a
shortcut option Create a New List. Users can create lists
using the Add/Remove/Up/Down buttons, by
importing a .txt or .csv file or using the Quick Paste
window.
You must have full user Account permissions to access
the Account view of the dashboard.

Adding an Account Resource > List
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… 3.5

Custom Pre-Defined Lists Ability for Drop-Downs and List Objects (Cont’d)

In the Form Designer and Report Designer, Drop-Down
Properties and List Properties will now show the
custom list when the user clicks the Pre-Defined Lists
button.
Adding a Drop-Down
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4 Accessibility
4.1

Form Designer and Report Designer Now Support JAWS Compatibility

PerfectForms™ version 1.16 is compatible with JAWS version 10. JAWS for Windows is an accessibility solution that reads information on your screen using synthesized
speech. JAWS provides many useful commands that make it easier to use programs, edit documents, and read Web pages. JAWS can also provide Braille output in addition
to, or instead of, speech. More information on JAWS can be found here: http://www.freedomscientific.com/jaws-hq.asp
Almost all PerfectForms™ visual controls implement accessibility so that JAWS can read visual objects description. Accessibility is implemented as a property of the visual
controls. It can be set by a user into the properties dialogs when editing a form or report. Depending on the object type, accessibility property to set is called: Silent or
Description. Silent can only have TRUE/FALSE value and when true, JAWS will not include that object into its list of page objects. This property is only available for static
texts objects. Description is a text that is filled in by the user and read by JAWS when the virtual cursor or focus (for focusable objects) is set on the object using UP/DOWN
arrows or TAB key.
Along with these two properties, some objects have default accessibility description set by the Flash player. This default accessibility description cannot be changed or
disabled. Some objects have both default accessibility description and user defined description.
JAWS special keyboard shortcuts for Table and Dialog Boxes won't work for PerfectForms™ Table Control and PerfectForms™ dialog boxes because these are complex
custom components. For a complete list of shortcuts keys and supported functionality, consult the Help guide link below.
Accessibility and JAWS Compatibility

5 Integration
5.1

New Behavior Command Available: Call JavaScript

A new behavior command is available in the Form Designer and Report Designer under the Integration Commands area of the Behaviors Toolbox: Call JavaScript. An
external JavaScript function can now be called by an event on a form or report. The form can either call DOM functions such as “window.close” or custom functions added
to the HTML page within a <script> HTML tag. Note that the form or report must be embedded in a Web page for the second option.
It is advisable that users be familiar with HTML and JavaScript concepts before attempting to integrate their forms and reports with Web page code. The World Wide Web
Consortium contains extensive tutorials on the capabilities of JavaScript and JavaScript functions. http://www.w3schools.com/js/default.asp An example of a simple use of
the command is also available in the Help guide.
Calling JavaScript from a Form
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5.2

New API GetNotificationsList Web Method Expands Integration with Third-Party Portals Such as SharePoint

To facilitate external portal integration, a new API method was added: GetNotficationsList. This method can be used to allow a user with an external portal to retrieve a list
of PerfectForms™ notifications and display them in that portal. Note that the Account setting Enable External Portal must be turned on in order for this method to work.
GetNotificationsList Web Method

5.3

Ability to Attach Files with the API

To allow the ability to attach files through the API, a new PutAsset method was added. It will return the attachment ID of the file and populates the Asset ID property of a
File Attachment object on a form.
PutAsset Method

6 On Premise Administration Console
6.1

Exported CSV File from Accounts View Contains New Parameters

The following parameters are now included in the .CSV export allowed on the Accounts view of the Administration Console.
 LastPlayerLoginDate (Date the last time a form from this account was opened in player even if World permission, and no actual login took place)
 ExpiryDate
 Package
 LastLimitsUpdateDate (Date of the last update to limits of this account.)
 AdminPhone
 Forms
 Instances
 Reports
 MaxStorage
 Storage (Current storage amount used.)
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The following parameters were removed from the .CSV export allowed on the Accounts view of the Administration Console.
 CompanySize
 HowDidYouHear
 Telephone
 SalesPersonEmail
 AvailableForms
 AvailableReports
 StorageSize
Administration Console > Accounts

6.2

Simplified Sign-Up Screen Available

The built-in sign-up screen has been modified to
allow users to immediately pick a password. If your
installation uses a custom sign-up screen sign up
screen this doesn’t affect your users.
ON PREMISE ADMINISTRATORS: The title and the
message of the sign-up screen is configurable from
Administration Console on the Settings page.

Customizing the Account Sign-up Page and E-mail
Notification Links
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6.3

Documents View > My Forms (Default Forms) and Library Forms

6.3.1 Library
On Premise installations allow administrators to place custom
forms in the Forms Library (See 2.3) for their users. This is done
on the Documents view of the Administration Console. To add
library forms to the library, select the Library folder and click
New. Form designs can also be imported using a .PF file (file
must be from a form created in version 1.16).
6.3.2 Default Forms
Also, administrators can provide a default set of forms that new
users will start with by adding new forms to the My Forms
folder on the Documents view. These forms will automatically
show in new users’ Private Forms folders when they first log in.
Creating a New Default Form

7 List of Defects Resolved
The following reported bugs were resolved in PerfectForms™ version 1.16.


API crashes on RadioButtonGroups, DropDown, List.



API: RadiobuttonGroup does not work if in Page not in Group.



API: WSDL for a form with a table which has an Attachment Column generates errors.
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Account details: Values in General and Indicators sections are confusing.



Set Property command: Translation error: $$$property_autoPlay.



Admin Console: Packages cannot introduce limitations all are set to 0.



Reports Printing/Filter Input value is not reflected after search.



Admin Console Library page: cannot import form design.



Admin Console Library: pages are not added in some cases.



Library: When folder is selected, error appears in the right.



Library: Application blocks when you select an empty form.



Library: Can’t import Library Form, system error appears.



Printing: When object’s state is changed from Hidden to Normal using Set State command, in Printing the object is still Hidden.



Admin Console: After clear cache, click on the progress bar(while loading), flash player error appears.



3 notifications are sent when a notification sent after a period taken from a time input.



Data history window shrinks if the name of the window is double clicked - application is frozen.



Form properties screen: Require login from notification email link checkbox text is missing a ‘k’ at the end.



Buttons: Background-Down color is always black (in player).



Table/Date Input column: Read Only state is not working.



Link object: When using Value of a Field, web page is not opened until the field (from which you take the address) loses focus.



Connect and Search command using form connection is displaying all return parameters even if they are not selected for displaying.
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Entering Preview/Debug while page is selected in objects browser causes flash player error.



Sliders: When Min value is changed, pointer is not correctly displayed on canvas area/preview (specific scenario).



Table/Columns Is Clicked event with Submit and Close Commands generates flash player error.



Table-Radio Button Column: Radio button Is Clicked event is not executed.



Table loses focus event is executed when you navigate between columns.



After Save as New Version, Save option is still active.(on previous versions was disabled).



API: CreateUser method can break the new user creation from the dashboard if the email of the user is not an email format.



Admin console crash Chrome and Firefox.



Multiline value is Not printed when Appendix Only option is used.



Page: Size format name is not kept, it always changes to Custom.



Formula: Functions: Maximum and Minimum functions not working with date and time column types.



Formula: Functions: Hours, Minutes and Seconds functions return current time even if the time input parameter is empty.



Attention Needed: Cancel all from this notification command is cancelling only this notification.



Imported reports do not show correct picture assets.



Formula: Functions: Date functions treating empty date as Now (current date).



Numeric Input: Leading zero still appears in printing even if checkbox is not selected.



Imported reports permissions are set to world.



Form Details Print: Objects state is incorrect. (Hidden where they should be visible).
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If you make some changes on a published from, then save, in the top menu save is still active (seems that Save is not working sometimes).



Table - Text Input Column - Properties like alignment, font style, font size, bold, italic, background are not reflected in printing.



Table - Text Area Column - The following properties are not reflected in printing: text alignment, font style, size, background color.



Data List/Grid: Numeric Format - Currency symbol is not appearing in printing.



Data List/Grid: Boolean Format is not reflected in printing.



Data Grid/List – Header height is not correctly reflected in printing.



Data List/Grid - Header’s Name - Enter is not correctly interpreted in printing.



API doesn’t work with SOAP1.2.



Data List/Grid - Numeric Format with ‘,’ as Decimal separator is not correctly reflected in printing.



Data List/Grid: In Printing, instead of a hidden column a blank area appears.



Data List/Grid - Data alignment is not reflected in printing.



Data List/Grid - Data font size is not changing.



Printing: Cross tab - Changing header’s font size affects the whole object.



Start/Stop command: Continue option not functioning correctly on sound object.



Pressing Space key after creating a new folder creates a new folder inside it.



User assigned to a position can’t be removed (position details), if already exists a notification sent to that position.



Browser Tree drag-n-drop shows weird feedback cursors.



No passwords - can cause some problems when forms will need to be deleted as password is required for this operation.
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Table Drop-down column: mandatory check not working if items list is changed.



Admin Console - License is spelled incorrectly on Overview page (in header).



Browser tree is hidden when home button is pressed after a change was made in the screen details.



Form Instances are not correctly ordered by date.(seems to be ordered alphabetical).



Set Filter command will not work if is placed on the page open/report open event if it uses an object on the report which has not been created yet.



Migrate - Data Export: Non western characters not recorded in xml and csv files.



API: Make checkbox group / checkbox value coordination work.



API: Table Columns of type Attachment do not work.



Read-only columns become normal when navigating through pages if the table is not set to read-only too.



For all string data stored in ADAM or SQL database, the leading zero is truncated.



Reports: Datasource filter is showing error if decimal type string is used in the literal section of the formula.



Undo Delete List is not working, error appears.



Under Private Forms node you can see forms created by other users from that account.



Cannot update User Group: getting system error.



When form is shared, it only becomes available to other users after they reload the application.



Trial User Account: Sign Up button on home page shows incorrect tooltip: ‘Exit’.



UTC function with Util.js - Current Time not working correctly in some cases.



Account Resources: An Empty list is copying items from the last selected list.
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Forms and reports from the account you have logged out are shown on the account you login immediately after.



Export Data List/Grid - Translation error CSV - $$$save_header_also.



Account Resources - Lists and Email Servers from one account are available for other users/accounts until the application is reloaded.



Can’t hide/unhide notifications selected with Shift + Left click.



Forms Library: Admin console - Error appears when moving a form to another folder.



Forms Overview - Forms Instances Dropdown is trimmed.



Notifications loaded from External portal are always in the first stage - new instance.



Reporting: After Undo Delete first column from a Data List/Grid save is not working anymore.



Manager Dashboard: Help icons mentioned in specifications do not appear.



Edit Forms - Library: folders and forms are not refreshed until the page is reloaded.



Date functions, time functions and get parameters functions cannot be selected; scripts on older forms that used these functions are lost.



Notify Command/Email tab - Optional Overrides details are not working.



Notifications that are using a deleted Email Server are still taking the details from it.



Sign up changes needed - must be changed for 1.16.



Help Center dialog fixes for 1.16.



My Forms and My Reports needs to be changed back to Private Forms and Private Reports.



Getting Start page changes needed for 1.16.



Getting Started > Edit a Sample form will not work for accounts created before 1.16.
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Delete Previous Versions on a form with lots of instances (2800+) causes System Error -1.



Reporting: If you select a wrong format(for a numeric input) then select Number format, application will crash.



Show Form/Report buttons: Application crashes when you try to select a form/report.



Script check mandatory - table radio column: The mandatory message appears even if there are no rows.



Table mandatory radio column: The mandatory message appears even if there are no rows.



Numeric input table column: Mandatory message appears after empty cell was deleted.



Connect and Search command doesn’t populate target fields.



table columns: Mandatory message appears after empty cell was deleted.



Sound continues to play after preview or instance window is closed.



Form with Sound or Timer on it crashes when you play the form and navigate between pages.



Sample forms appear for current user instead of new user.



Getting Started Screen - Go to Home Page button.



Table/Header text - Font style, size, bold, italic are not working.



Forget password: Email field is not enabled when forget password link is pressed selected second time (after it was used once).



Email server - error on test email.



Cross tab/Header Text: Font size, style, bold, italic properties are not working.



Forms that failed to import into library.



Form Design: Properties > State: Overview button is missing.
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State Overview button appears on Reports.



Admin console - new package or edit package doesn’t work.



API: Service method: AccountSignup has a new send parameter “type”.
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